

















Philosophy of Information in Chinese Style? 
—An Evaluation on Wu Kun’s Philosophy of Information 
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(1.Department of Philosophy?Nanjing University; Nanjing 210093?China?
2. Copenhagen Business School, Danish  )
Abstract: WU Kun’s philosophy of information is the product of Dialectics of Nature coming from Stalin 
Textbook System and thought liberty movement in 1980s. It is a distinguish philosophy in Chinese style. This 
philosophical system begins with new founding of the area of objective unreality through re-dividing the field of 
existence which he called the world of information in itself. Actually, the concept of information in his system is 
different from information in common sense. So his philosophy of information is not the philosophy about 
information. A proper theoretical framework of information should be a framework covering objective laws, 
subjective meaning and intersubjective normativity.  
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